Fairy tale isles amidst
a sparkling blue ocean

Indian Ocean Magic
Azure

blue waters and emerald green sparkle: The Maldivian islands make your holiday dreams of a paradise on
earth come true. Marvel at the breathtaking beauty of dazzlingly white sand beaches surrounded by coconut trees.
Plunge into the crystal clear, warm waters of the Pacific Ocean and delve into an underwater world teeming with life.
The Maldives are a group of about 1.200 flat coral islands amidst the Indian Ocean southwest of the Indian
subcontinent. The white sand beaches, the turquoise waters, the wide coral reefs and the stunning underwater world
are just a few features that render the Maldives a beloved travel destination for holidaymakers from all around the
globe. You want to relax and get away from it all – the everyday hustle and bustle? You have found your personal
heaven on earth.
Enjoy the relaxing effect of a massage on board the M.Y. Scubaspa Yang, have body and mind calm down with some
yoga sessions or simply take a well-deserved break. Snorkelling, diving or indulging in some spa treatments? It is
your choice. The mega yacht’s facilities, furniture and impeccable service outperform many a luxury hotel in multiple
ways, it’s concept being simple yet brilliant: The yacht accommodates the wishes and requirements of both divers and
non-divers. Diving, spa treatments or a mixture of both? Your choice.
Join us in a unique liveaboard holiday with the perfect mixture of recreation and nature experience amidst a tropical
island paradise and aboard the most beautiful and most exclusive diving yacht that the Maldives have to offer. If any
yacht ever deserved the name “floating resort” it is the M.Y. Scubaspa Yang and her sister ship, the M.Y. Scubaspa
Ying.
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The WATERWORLD
mermaiding week
Becoming Arielle, living the mermaid dream or taking
pictures of these sirens?
The combination of sport and wellbeing is a trend that has come to stay. The freediving sport mermaiding enjoys a
tremendous popularity: Slipping on a mermaid tail does not only allow the aspiring mermaid to delve into the world of
her dreams, but it helps her find peace in the underwater world, enjoy its tranquillity and serenity and put some
daylight between herself and her daily grind. Our Mermaid Week creates the basis to leave everyday routine behind
for a few days, learn new skills and return home with a new mindset, allowing our mermaids to enjoy living their
dream in their local pools, rivers and lakes.
Train with the world’s most beautiful mermaid: Professional Mermaid Kat assists you in improving your
breathing techniques both underwater, aboard and on the beach and teaches you how to pose both above and below
the water surface for the travelling photographers. Take part in a tried and tested workshop including about nine
hours of training during the whole week focusing on breath-hold techniques, movement, swimming and modelling
with a mermaid tail. Awaken your inner mermaid (or merman!) and enjoy exciting adventures and photo shootings
both wearing mermaid tails and other outfits.
Be part of the ocean: Our mermaids & mermen learn from Mermaid Kat how to be ocean ambassadors, and how to
coordinate body movements with costume and hair in front of the (underwater) camera. With a bit of luck mantas,
whale sharks and dolphins might even join us as modelling partners! Imagine the kind of photos you might create
during this week: unforgettable impressions for sure.
Your bonus: Between theoretical and practical exercises and photo shootings you’ll have time to relax, have spa
treatments in the 300-square-metre spa area, visit an island or simply daydream aboard the Scubaspa Yang.
Mermen, mermaids, paparazzi, photographers: Our Mermaid Week is for both beginners and advanced mermaids
and mermen, non-diving partners and (underwater) photographers who enjoy having true mermaids in front of their
cameras rather than fish all the time.
More than pictures: Ambitious underwater photographers can come into their own during this week. Diving with a
freediving mermaid is one thing, taking professional pictures of her is another matter. Mermaiding beginners will feel
save in the shallow lagoons with their clear waters and will profit from the wonderful scenery with white sand
beaches. The crew’s flexibility, the spacious yacht, the excellent food and the gorgeous atmosphere create the perfect
location for our mermaid week.
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 day by day 
September 24th to 26th, 2021
7 nights MALDIVES including mermaid workshop
 arrival via Dubai, Doha or Abu Dhabi  7 nights M.Y. Scubaspa Yang  3 packages for choice 
 select SCUBA HOLIDAY (15 - 17 dives) OR SPA HOLIDAY (8 spa treatments) OR SCUBA & SPA (6 dives + 4 spa treatments)
 island visit & BBQ  optional: flight home or additional programme
Day 1: Journey to Malé
September 24th, 2021
Your dream vacation begins with the departure from the airport of your
choice and usually includes a stopover in Dubai, Qatar or Abu Dhabi.
Another 3.5-hour flight brings you to Malé, the capital city of the Maldives.
Usually arrivals in Malé are in the mornings or forenoon on the following
day. You may also choose to arrive earlier but make sure to be in Malé by
September 25th.

Day 2: Arrival in Malé and transfer to ship
September 25th, 2021
The Scubaspa crew awaits you at the airport. In case you arrive very early,
you will be accompanied to the airport café and spend the waiting time
there. Transfer to the ship will be via the Scubaspa dhoni and will take
about 15 minutes. Boarding usually is slightly before noon. Enjoy a
welcome drink and meet the crew before you settle into your cabin. The
cruise begins in the afternoon when boarding is complete.

Day 3: Let the adventure begin!
September 26th, 2021
During the following days your cruise will lead you through the maze of
islands in the Maldivian central atolls. Explore the best dive spots in the
North & South Malé Atolls, Ari-Atoll and Vaavu-Atoll, dive legendary
wrecks, walls and the typical reef structures like “farus”, “mayas” and
“thilas”. Marvel at the color explosion of countless marine creatures
inhabiting the Maldivian reefs.
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 day by day 
September 27th – October 2nd, 2021
Days 4 to 8: Under way in the Maldives

September 27th – October 1st, 2021
Only a few other safari boats roam the vastness of the area and the
local day boats are scattered. Luckily, the vast atolls still surprise and
wow with their original solitude and tranquillity.
Usually sharks can be seen in the channels leading from the open
ocean into the large atolls. They roam the area just like eagle rays
and many other marine creatures. In the remote south of the Ari-Atoll
you may also encounter mantas and whale sharks. All you need is a
bit of luck. Wonder at the diversity of Maldivian marine life including
tiny nudibranchs and big fish. Enjoy relaxed dives around the thilas
and giris. If you prefer a little underwater action, dive in the channels
or at the outer reefs. The experienced Scubaspa Yang crew strives to
cater to your individual wishes and always tries to accommodate the
differing needs of divers with varying levels of experience.
Time flies by, not only thanks to the wonderful dives but also thanks
to delicious dinners, a well-assorted wine vault, relaxing spa treatments and island visits. The crew will make sure to pamper you in any
way imaginable.

Day 9: return home
October 2nd, 2021
After a last night aboard the Scubaspa all travellers without
arrangements for a prolonged stay in the Maldives will transfer to the
Malé Airport for return flights. You may, however, choose to make
arrangements for an onward journey to India or Sri Lanka, for
instance. You may also opt for a second week aboard the Scubaspa
Yang without having to pack or change cabin. Please contact us for
further information about your options.
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The vibrant capital city
Malé
Malé is the smallest capital city in the world and has been the
administrative capital for more than 800 years. Today about one
third of the Maldivian population (about 105.000 people) live
here.
Take one of the countless dhonis to transfer within a few
minutes from the airport island to the capital city itself and
experience the bustling city life.

Malé can be easily explored on foot – take a brief two-hour
city tour through the narrow alleys – the 41-metre minaret
and the magnificent golden dome of the Masjid al-Sultan
Muhammed Thakurufaanu Mosque will repeatedly catch your
eye.
The Sultan Park and National Museum are worth a visit and
make sure to marvel at the lavishly decorated mosque Hukuru
Miskiye made from corals. According to Maldivian building
regulation no building may be higher.

The Old Friday Mosque, Malé’s oldest mosque, is located amidst
a graveyard with elaborate tombstones, indicating renowned
people from Maldivian society.
Malé also is the centre of Maldivian trade and commerce and is
home to the nation’s most important hospitals, public authorities,
secondary schools and government institutions.
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The Maldives
an Oceanic Dream

During

descent to Hulhulé, Malé’s airport, the breathtaking beauty
of the Maldives reveals itself: Islands with small, brightly white sand
beaches surrounded by coconut groves and surrounded by coral
reefs lie scattered in the turquoise blue waters of the Indian Ocean.

The Maldives are located about 360 kilometers south of India and
extend about 760 from the equator to the south and north
respectively. About 1.200 islands, only 200 of them inhabited,
spread over an area of 90.000 km². The official religion is Islam.
System of government: presidential republic
Land area: 298 km² (1195 islands, 202 of which are
inhabited)
Length: 823 km
Width: 130 km
Capital city: Malé
Inhabitants: 344.023 (count of 2014)
Bevölkerungsdichte: 1.102 inhabitants per km²
Official religion: Islam
Geographical location: 0° 42' S to 8° 10' N, 73° O
Languages: Divehi, English; the script is called Thaana
Currency: Rufiyaa and Laari (100 Laari are 1 Rufiyaa)
Time difference: MEZ + 4h
The shallow islands emerge only about one meter from the water
surface and mainly consist of corals and limestone. Flowers and
frangipani provide an intoxicating scent. According to Charles Darwin
atolls may have formed at the exact location of former volcanic
calderas emerging from the ocean. The remains of extinct volcanoes
became the basis for coral growth, forming after millions of years the
Maldives as we know them today.
The internationale term «atoll» is derived from the Maldivian
atholhu.
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Your itinerary
the central atolls

Pristine dive spots in the Maldives – not to speak of the central
atolls? They do exist and the Scubaspa crew aims at planning dives
and mermaid shootings in a way to avoid other boats to experience
the underwater marvels and beauty of the beaches at its best.
The North- & South Malé-Atolls, Ari-Atoll, small Rasdhoo-Atoll and
Vaavu-Atoll together for the central Maldives and are considered to
be well developed. Most of the best-known dive sites are here. The
atolls cover an area with a length of almost 2.000 km and constitute
earth’s largest connected atoll system.
Thanks to the atolls and deep channels the underwater world
surprises with excellent dive spots. Colourful reefs are swarming
with the occasional big fish, schools of fish and other marine
creatures. Wrecks wait to be explored by guests from all around the
world.

Climate & Season
The Maldivian climate is tropical with all-year temperatures ranging
from 27 to 34°Celsius and with very high humidity. There is hardly
any cooling during the night. The area is dominated by the typical
South-Asian monsoon winds. From mid-November to late April the
northeastern monsoon winds bring calm seas, little rainfall and good
visibility. From June to mid-October the southwestern monsoon
winds bring more rain and overcast skies. Brief yet intense rain
showers are typical. Enjoy the exceptional atmosphere and light
during these downpours and make sure to take some photos!
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Your ship
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Unbelievable

features: 50 meters of length, a width of 11 meters, made from GFK-fibreglass and elaborately
decorated: The M.Y. Scubaspa Yang has won countless awards and excels as a superb liveaboard. Together with its
sister ship, the M.Y. Scubaspa Ying, the two ships offer all-season dive weeks and spa cruises to the best diving and
snorkelling spots in the Maldives. The ship accommodates a total of 38 passengers (26 divers and 12 non-divers) and
spoils its guests with luxury and modern conveniences untypical of a safari liveaboard. The yacht is equipped according
to modern standards of technology. Its exclusive and spacious cabins make the ship resemble a hotel more than a
liveaboard. The three-module-concept, impeccable service and a focus on the requirements of divers and non-divers
alike render the Scubaspa Yang the perfect choice for a luxurious holiday.
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Your ship
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang

The

luxurious M.Y. Scubaspa Yang is under European
management and aims at guests that want both: the perfect dive
vacation and a wonderful spa holiday. It thus aims especially at
couples with one non-diver who longs for some quality time aboard
while his/her partner is diving. Honeymooners, adventurers with a
love for comfort and luxury and all those looking for the amenities of
a five-star resort will consider the M.Y. Scubaspa Yang their perfect
choice.

The professionally equipped diving dhoni accompanying the ship is
almost as big as many a liveabaord itself. It is home to the only fully
certified PADI 5* dive centre on a ship in the Maldives. The dhoni
also caters to the needs of non-divers and snorkelers.
The middeck is home to a 300m² spa area with several treatment
rooms to enjoy a massage, beauty treatment, relaxing bath – you
name it! Indulge in a week full of well-being and pampering or have
your aching joints massaged between dives – the choice is entirely
yours thanks to the three packages that can be booked in advance.
The crew offers you more than actually fits into one week: island
visits, a beach BBQ, lagoon kajaking and yoga sessions. Or perhaps
you would like one of the crew to teach you how to do some
traditional fishing?
The ship boasts a lot of space and various areas to relax: a big
restaurant, a stylish bar area, a sofa lounge and two big sundecks. A
reliable WLAN helps you share your holiday adventure with your
friends back home or keep in touch with your loved ones. Enjoy a
sunset in the Jacuzzi, have the waiter bring you a cocktail or enjoy
some open-air cinema with fresh popcorn.
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One cruise, three variations:
The Scubaspa modular system
The journey leads from one island to the next, providing you with a new scenery every other day. There is no rush, no
bustling activity, no queuing for an empty table or frantic early morning search for a spot on the beach. You do your
morning dive while your partner joins the yoga sessions on the upper deck in the early morning light or enjoys a
relaxing massage. Choose among three options and enjoy several dives, only a few dives and some spa treatments or
indulge in a week of wellbeing and relaxation. The price is the same. You may even book some extra treatments aboard
(subject to availability, extra fee).

Scuba
If you choose the scuba-module, you are a dedicated and passionate
diver. Depending on the route, weather conditions and transfer times
you explore the Maldivian underwater world in 15-17 dives. Rely on the
service of a PADI 5* dive centre and enjoy the colourful reefs, diverse
dive sites, typical thilas and animal encounters.

Spa
You are not particularly interested in spending your holiday mainly in the
water? You rather read a good book, join some yoga sessions in the
morning, have Ayurveda, Thai or other signature treatments and enjoy
the spectacular view? You are the perfect candidate for the spa-module,
including eight treatments done by spa specialists. The water starts to
look tempting, too? Don’t worry – you may book a beginners’ course or
even a course for advanced divers to refresh your skills.

Scuba & Spa
The best of both worlds. You enjoy diving and spa treatments, your
emphasis on relaxation rather than on a full holiday schedule? Enjoy six
dives and four spa treatments. After a few days you may feel ready to
indulge in even more: simply book some extra treatments or extra dives
(subject to availability, extra cost) on board.
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Dolphin & Manta Suites
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Indulge in a spectacular view, when you enter your 19-22 m² suite: We really cannot tell what is more spectacular –
the huge, oval panorama window itself or the spectacular ocean view it reveals. You are a couple, perhaps on their
honeymoon? Opt for the king-size bed and enjoy romantic sunsets. Two friends may choose two single beds for
undisturbed sleep. Enjoy a relaxing after-sunset mood with indirect lighting, watch some videos or listen to music, read
a good book or simply slumber peacefully. Your private bathroom will delight you as well – we have never seen such
spacious facilities including a full-size shower on a dive boat before! And trust us: You’ll love the spectacular early
morning view, when you have just awaken and catch a glimpse of a tropical island by simply lifting your head from your
pillow.
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Sea Star Cabins & Cowrie Suite
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Whether you choose one of the suites on the main deck or a 13 m² Sea Star Cabin or the 16 m² Cowrie Suite on the
lower deck: They all over similar convenience and superb furnishing. Both the Sea Star Cabins and the Cowrie Suite are
equipped with inseparable king-size beds. You may choose one of those cabins as a single traveller for ultimate
indulgence. The lower deck cabins have portholes that allow enough light to enter the cabins. Storage space is ample
and of course you enjoy your private bathroom and individually adjustable air conditioning. Cowrie Suite also has an
additional sofa – the perfect choice for families with one accompanying child. Cabin 10 can be equipped with an extra
bed if needed.
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Restaurant
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Aboard

the M.Y. Scubaspa Yang you do not simply eat. You dine, feast and indulge. The restaurant with its double
function as lounge may safely compete with high-end restaurants on the hotel islands for excellence. You’ll love the
theme nights like “Mexican Night” or “Japanese Night”, the carefully selected ingredients, the masterful preparation of
your dishes and the mouth-watering presentation. The chef is happy to cater for specific needs and wishes, dietary
restrictions or allergies, including vegan or vegetarian food (please let us know in advance). A wonderful highlight in the
restaurant are the hydraulically movable windows that allow the slight evening breeze to fill the room. The scent of
saltwater and tropical island breezes will accompany your dinner rather than the annoying hum of air conditioning. For
breakfast the sous chef will be happy to make your breakfast egg whatever way you like it; just a tiny gesture but what
a treat complementing a wonderfully decadent breakfast buffet.
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Cocktail bar & Lounge
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
The bar at the rear of the ship with its open-air lounge is a popular place aboard the Scubaspa Yang.

The well-stocked
bar and the well-trained bartenders are ready to fulfil your every wish and offer a wide range of beverages. Enjoy
tapped beer or perfectly mixed cocktails, longdrinks and other spirits from the extensive menue. Whether you have a
Coke, some excellent wine or some champagne – you’ll find both temperature, presentation and service to your liking.
If you are not a night owl but rather an early bird your jaw will drop, too, once you have your espresso, cappuccino or
latte macchiato from a genuine Italian espresso machine.
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Spa area
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Truth be told: We do not know any other ship of this size with a
comparable spa area than the one on M.Y. Scubaspa Yang. During
your treatment you can have the folding doors of your treatment
room opened onto a small balcony to enjoy the fresh air and the
spectacular views. The spa menue is comprehensive and the spa
team is prepared to cater to all your needs and wants, including
manicures, pedicures, massages (hot stone, Hawaiian, lava-shell
etc.), baths and the like. When you book the spa-holiday option you
may choose from 14 options your 8 treatments. Please note that
additional treatments or treatments not on the selection for the spaholiday option are only available at an extra cost.

You are considering the SPA-holiday option? Ask for
the «SPA-menue», available as an extra pdf.
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M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
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Sundecks & Whirlpool
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Whether your day is devoted to relaxation, diving or spa treatments: The huge sundecks on the upper deck and at the
bow area invite you to do some sunbathing and tanning. Rattan sun beds are available and you’ll simply love the Jacuzzi
for both the massaging and soothing effect on your body and the relaxing effect of its location on your soul. There is no
better place aboard to marvel at the vastness of the Indian Ocean and the beauty of the Maldivian atolls. The decks are
covered in beautiful teakwood and fresh towels are available on all decks. Lean back, enjoy the slight breeze and the
sunshine and the softly rocking motion of the waves.
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Deckplan
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
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Diving aboard
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
Adventure and luxury in perfect harmony: After an extensive briefing with detailed maps

displayed on the flatscreen
aboard the Scubaspa Yang you board the spacious 20-metre dhoni and prepare for your dives in small groups or
independent budy teams. Usually three dives are scheduled per day. During the one-week cruise the team plans to do
15 daytime and 2 night dives. Please make sure to book rental gear you may need in advance. 12-litre aluminium
tanks are standard. Free Nitrox (N³²) is included for certified divers. You may take a nitrox course aboard
(extra costs, please book in advance.)

Ideal dive preparation and planning and thoughtful service are two important features of diving aboard the M.Y.
Scubaspa Yang. The experienced and caring crew will assist you in diving as individually as possible. Enjoy great
flexibility and the certainty that the whole team cares deeply about providing you with an excellent holiday
experience.
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Diving aboard
M.Y. Scubaspa Yang
You

may opt to dive individually with your buddy (the necessary experience and comfort level provided). After a
thorough briefing you may also join your dive master for an accompanied dive and some assistance should you
require it. Expect to have one to two night dives per week. Scubaspa explicitly welcomes divers of all levels, from
beginners to advanced divers.
After the dive you may take a warm freshwater shower and the crew offers you something to drink and a snack. The
crew will take care of cleaning your diving suit with detergent every day and at the end of the cruise. Your gear will
be treated with the utmost care. Rental gear is available for a small fee – please make sure to book in advance!
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Workshop leader: MermaidPRO «Mermaid Kat», Katrin Gray
Simply the best.
Waterworld

workshops are something special. We lay great emphasis on hiring highly qualified and experienced
workshop leaders to provide you with the ultimate workshop experience. Our workshop leaders love to share their
expertise with you. Participation, however, is not compulsory. Please consider our workshops an extra, a bonus and a
personal gain.

Workshop leader: Katrin Gray

Our Mermaid Week is supervised by the attractive and
experienced Mermaid Kat. Katrin Gray alias «Mermaid Kat» is
an internationally renowned professional mermaid and a
highly experienced underwater stunt model. She was Miss
Germany International and Queen of the World Germany and
used to work as a fashion model for international modelling
agencies. In 2012 the trained dive instructor and freediving
coach founded Mermaid Kat Academy, the world’s very first
mermaiding school. So far more than 7.000 students have
been instructed. As an ocean ambassador Kat swims with
marine creatures like mantas, whales, dophins, sharks and
crocodiles. Her mermaid tails are available worldwide in her
online store. She shares her experience in her first guide
book «Mermaiding – endlich Meerjungfrau» with both
beginners and advanced mermaids and mermen.
Rental gear, schedule

WHAT: Together with our Scubaspa and Mermaid-Kat-Shop partners we at Waterworld are happy to provide you with
a limited number of rental mermaiding tails (both silicone and fabric) aboard the ship. Proud owners of their own tails
of course are invited to bring their own designs, costumes and tails. However, please note that we do not permit he
use of sequined tails for environmental reasons.
WHERE: The workshop and some photo shootings take place aboard the ship. Whenever the schedule permits
photoshootings take place on the beach of an uninhabited island.
WHO: Your mermaiding workshop is led by MermaidPRO Katrin Gray, supported by her husband FotoPRO & safety
diver Ian Gray. She will be joined by an additional Waterworld FotoPRO and tour guide.
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Mermaiding & underwater modelling workshop
schedule & topic
Make your dream come true!
Scubaspa Yang is perfect for hosting workshops thanks to its size, spaciousness and equipment, including a movie
screen, huge flatscreen monitor and other features. Enjoy great surroundings if you choose to join the workshop
participants or indulge in some privacy in case you don’t. The workshop is available for both divers and non-divers
and mermaids and mermen of all levels.
Mermaiding workshop schedule
Lifestyle

Our Maldivian cruise for mermaids, their companions and partners and ambitious photographers searching for
exceptional motifs is characterised by theoretical and practical daily sessions and a nighttime recap. Sessions differ in
length; there will be enough time for individual practice (perfect swimming techniques, modelling above and below
the water surface). Expect precise instructions on swimming techniques, posing, body posture and body tension with
series of exercises in increasing difficulty, individual feedback and a lot of inspiration. The mermaiding week will
enrich you on many levels!

Mermaiding workshop topics
Lifestyle

1. Ocean ambassador
Useful facts and data about the oceans and their endangerment by the human race. Participants learn how to use
their mermaid persona to inspire and inform others with the aim to raise awareness and actively protect the oceans.
2. Mermaiding equipment
Different mermaiding tails, how to care for them correctly, advantages and disadvantages of different styles and
materials
3. How do mermaids breathe?
Participants get an introduction into freediving and will improve their breathing techniques. Breath hold techniques
will be taught, allowing participants to expand their personal limits beyond their dreams.
4. Mermaid swimming
Theory and practical features of the exact underwater movements necessary to create a streamlined, elegant and
efficient method of propulsion. After some preliminary exercises and the proverbial dry run participants will learn to
effortlessly swim like an underwater goddess.
5. Underwater modelling
Which posture will work underwater, which angles look best on camera and how to control hair, garments and tail
underwater?
6. Safety
Safety comes first. Information about safety measures, the buddy system and procedures for open water underwater
shootings.
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Mermaiding & underwatermodelling workshop
day by day
In addition to the regular daily programme (according to your choice) of diving, spa treatments, beach landings like
the weekly BBQ etc. you are offered the following workshop programme:

Saturday – arrival
Arrive in paradise! Relax, get to know your fellow travellers and meet your workshop trainer. During the evening
there is a first theoretical introduction into “mermaiding and underwater modelling” before you have a good night’s
sleep to get ready for the next day.

Sunday – relax, breathe, explore
Participants join the group for a theoretical introduction into freediving. Relaxation and breathing exercises will help
you leave behind everyday life and truly arrive. Exercises will allow you to get into a new mindset and assist you in
holding your breath longer and longer.
You take turns in buddy teams and small groups and gather some first experiences in swimming like a mermaid.
During the evening there is a feedback circle to talk about challenges you stumbled across or some difficulties you
had to face and how to overcome these difficulties.

Monday – get ready for the action!
Further improve your swimming techniques and underwater modelling skills. Today participants try new underwater
poses and have a try at newly acquired knowledge and movement. The evening feedback circle will allow you to
discuss your progress and what you still need to improve. Profit from the group as a whole and use the first
underwater photos for discussion, analysis and improvement for the days to come.

Tuesday – underwater dance
During the underwater photoshooting you try out new poses and movement to not only get gorgeous pictures but
also impressive videos. Work on elegancy and grace and learn how to use the underwater weightlessness to your
advantage. During the evening the participants will again meet for sharing their experiences, give each other
feedback, encouragement and to analyse pictures and videos.
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Mermaiding & underwater modelling workshop:
day by day
Wednesday – underwater queen
Release your inner underwater queen! Dancing and moving below the surface will increasingly become more effortless
and graceful. Let’s capture that elegance on film and get as many wonderful pictures as we can. Join the evening
feedback circle to share your experience, help and encourage each other. Learn from mistakes and use the video and
picture analysis for further improvement.

Thursday – fine-tuning
By now the underwater movement will come naturally to the participants. Now it is time to fine-tune techniques,
become even more aware of body posture and focus on a relaxed and natural facial expression. Join the evening
feedback circle for celebrating your progress and analysing the pictures of the day.

Friday – the last underwater dance
Enjoy the set of new skills you required. Use the opportunity to plunge into the crystal clear waters, dance through
the shallow depths and have wonderful pictures taken. The feedback circle in the evening will deal with the whole
week. It’s time to celebrate, be proud of your success and share your joy. Marvel at the pictures and videos that were
taken and the (underwater) encounters, both of a human and animal nature that characterised this week.

Saturday – departure
Participants will embark on their homebound journey or move on to a further destination. Feel deeply relaxed yet
empowered by the new set of skills you acquired and the encounters with like-minded people. Your luggage will
include some unique pictures and the world will look differently for the mermaiding week graduates.

This journey may end – but it is just the beginning of
your mermaiding journey!
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Tour guide & expedition leaders
Waterworld PROs
We love satisfied customers
We lay great emphasis on doing our best to provide you with an exceptional and high-end holiday. We have been
sharing your passion for exotic destinations and unique experiences for more than 20 years. Our experienced team
members will do everything in their powers to make your journey a wonderful experience. They’ll assist you during
the tour and the planned activities and offer their expertise.
Expedition leader & tour guide
Your WATERWORLD Travel-, Photo-, Bio-, Mermaid-, Yoga-, Tec- and FreedivingPROs

Experienced, multi-lingual and well-travelled professionals lead
our tours and expeditions. Our emphasis is on our legendary
PhotoPROS who love to provide our guests with advice on how to
improve their own photo skills and a collection of photos from
the tour to take home with you in digital form. Our other tour
leaders are well-known in the diving scene and enjoy sharing
their expertise in the fields of biology, freediving, yoga etc.
We cannot guarantee a specific tour guide for a specific tour. We may have to
change a tour guide for private or health reasons at the very last moment. Please
note that this is explicitly no claim for refund.

 Please note 
The daily schedules of this tour are an orientation. All of our tours have an expedition character and the final programme is subject to change
according to local weather conditions, political situations and the like. The regional contracting parties and your WATERWORLD tour guide make
decisions based on your safety. Local conditions may change rapidly and changes may be unavoidable. All activities are dependent on weather
conditions, availability, local laws and environmental restrictions. The expedition plan and all activities including dives and dive sites are discussed
daily between our partners and our tour guide. The programme at hand was designed according to the information available in August 2020.
Changes because of new information, environmental changes, new restrictions or laws or restrictions by local authorities may occur and explicitly
do not validate any claims for refunds or cancellation of bookings. Please refer to our terms and conditions.
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SERVICES & PRICES
PRICES
Waterworld
best rate p/P

7 nights nature & dive cruise «M.Y. Scubaspa Yang»
«Manta Suites»
(cabins 14,15,18,20,21)

«Dolphin Suites»
(cabins 16,17,19)

«Cowrie Suite»
(cabin 7)

«Sea Star Cabins»
(cabins 3,4,5,6,8-13)

Dive, mermaiding & freediving cruise according to description includes:













transfer and Airportassistance in Malé: airport - ship - airport
full board, welcome drink, unlimited drinking water
fruit juices, tea and coffee for/during breakfast
2 GB WIFI 4 FREE per cabin
rental snorkelling gear and yoga equipment if needed
use of kayaks, canoes and jacuzzi
BBQ at the beach incl. Sunset Cocktails and a limited number of alcoholic Sunset-BBQ-drinks
scuba package OR Spa package OR Scubaspa package according to description
for those who have chosen the scuba package: tank, weights, guide, Nitrox 4 Free
professional mermaiding & freediving workshop with assistance according to description
maldivian visitor’s tax
WATERWORLD FotoPRO tour leader incl. photo tips and pictures for private usage *

currency

3.290,00
3.090,00
€
2.790,00
2.590,00

ADDITIONAL COSTS
flight Europe - Malé - Europe

ca. ab

*

e.g. with EMIRATES, QATAR AIR or ETIHAD incl. flight tax, and kerosene charges

750,00

€

Booking fee & workshop mermaids (maximum 12 mermaids/mermen)

450,00

€

Booking fee & workshop underwater photographers (maximum 8 photographers)

250,00

€

Booking fee for travelling companions WITHOUT workshop (maximum 5 companions)

100,00

€

*
= prices according to flight plans & price lists 2020 incl. flight taxes, prices for other points of departure upon request
** = no claim for refund in case of tour guide cancellation

«Dive & Travel» Plus by DiveAssure
Dive insurance is compulsory for all divers. In case you do not have any dive insurance you may book a basic package with DiveASsure with us for
free for the length of the dive days. DiveAssure offers an upgrade for all insurees to Dive & Travel Plus incl. 100% cancellation protection,
insurance against storms, medical issures leading to diving incapacity etc. Feel free to contact us – we are happy to offer advise.
Price changes and errors excepted. Terms and conditions apply.

Extras aboard








Soft drinks & alcoholic beverages aboard (beer, wine, cocktails, spirits)
Laundry service
WLAN, once 2 GB per cabin is exceeded
tips, rental gear, additional spa treatments or dives (excluced from your chosen package), souvenirs Leihausrüstung
rental gear if necessary
all other services not included

Price changes and errors excepted. For formal reasons we would like to point out that this is not a package tour but a compilation of single modules and
services. For the individual operators and service providers please refer to the individual service modules.

Module 1: SCUBA Holiday
Cruise incl. 15 ‐ 17 dives

Module 2: SPA Holiday
Cruise incl. 8 spa treatments

Module 3: SCUBA & SPA Holiday
Cruise incl. 6 dives + 4 spa treatments
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